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According to the Two Document Hypothesis, Q and the Gospel of Mark were used as the “two sources” in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. As a collection of partly biographically contextualized words and speeches of Jesus, Q is a very important, independent thread in the development of Jewish Christian tradition. Together with the Gospel of Mark, Q is widely accepted as the most important source for reconstructing the words and deeds of the historical Jesus. This explains the lively interest of Gospel research and Jesus research in Q during the last decades.

Since there are no ancient manuscripts of Q, this important text has to be reconstructed from the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. In 1989 The International Q Project (IQP) was founded by James M. Robinson (Claremont, CA) and John S. Kloppenborg (Toronto) to produce a collaborative reconstruction of Q which takes account of all previous Q scholarship. Paul Hoffmann and his team in Bamberg reconstructed from the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. In 1989 The International Q Project (IQP) was founded by James M. Robinson (Claremont, CA) and John S. Kloppenborg (Toronto) to produce a collaborative reconstruction of Q which takes account of all previous Q scholarship. Paul Hoffmann and his team in Bamberg joined the IQP in 1993.

The IQP reconstruction was published in the Journal of Biblical Literature from 1990 until 1997. This reconstruction of Q was then revised by James M. Robinson, Paul Hoffmann and John S. Kloppenborg and published as,

Documenta Q: Reconstructions of Q Through Two Centuries of Gospel Research

The reader is able to focus on the text at hand and quickly watch the flow of scholarly thought unfold throughout the pages of the book.

(Ronald R. Clark in Review of Biblical Research, 2003)

“The various scholarly opinions concerning the reconstruction of this text [Q 12:33-34] which have been expressed since the mid-nineteenth century are collected and catalogued. In this way the volume [the Documenta Q volume on Q 12:33-34] is an invaluable research tool which allows one to see the strength of opinion that stands behind the proposed reconstructions. This volume is a fine addition to a series that continues to grow in importance and also makes a splendid contribution to further Q research.”

(Paul Foster in The Expository Times, 2008)

“Wenn ich richtig sehe, ist die Rekonstruktion der Quelle Q der bedeutendste Beitrag der jüdischen Forschung zu diesem Gebiet [der historischen Erforschung des Neuen Testaments].”

(MLA Wissenschaft in Hertiit and Zukunft der neuzumitteren Wissenschaft, 2003)
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According to the Two Document Hypothesis, Q and the Gospel of Mark were used as the “two sources” in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. As a collection of partly biographically contextualized words and speeches of Jesus, Q is a very independent, well-established source of Jewish Christian tradition. Together with the Gospel of Mark, Q is widely accepted as the most important source for reconstructing the words and deeds of the historical Jesus. This explains the lively interest of Gospel research in Q during the last decades. Since there are no ancient manuscripts of Q, this important text has to be reconstructed from the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. In 1989 The International Q Project (IQP) was founded by James M. Robinson (Claremont, CA) and John S. Kloppenborg (Toronto) to produce a collaborative reconstruction of Q which takes account of all previous Q scholarship. Paul Hoffmann and his team in Bamberg joined the IQP in 1993. The IQP reconstruction was published in The Journal of Biblical Literature from 1990 until 1997. This reconstruction of Q was then revised by James M. Robinson, Paul Hoffmann and John S. Kloppenborg and published as,
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